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There are three aspects to delivering an effective presentation: 
design, content, and delivery.
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Today we will review four types of assertion evidence slides: title slides, mapping 
slides, body slides, and conclusion slides. 

Mapping Slides

Title Slides

Body Slides

Conclusion Slides
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This presentation focuses on…. (Complete sentence, no more than two lines; 
Calibri Bold, 28 point font)
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 Introduction
 Background
 Propulsion
 Landing
 Re-entry
 Exploration

 Space suits
 Rovers

 Conclusion
 Acknowledgments
 Questions



Newton’s laws help engineers fly astronauts to the moon and return them home 
safely 

Propulsion
Landing

Exploration

Re-entry



This talk introduces you to the design process of bridges 
with a specific look at the Rion-Antirion bridge.

Define Constraints

Define Possible Solutions

Finished Product



What is Engineering?

ENERGY PRODUCTION PROSTHETICS

INFRASTRUCTUREFLIGHT



What is Engineering?



What is Engineering?
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What is Engineering?

ENERGY PRODUCTION PROSTHETICS

INFRASTRUCTUREFLIGHT



This sentence headline makes an assertion on the topic in no more than two lines 
(Calibri Bold, 28 pt font).

Image(s) Supporting Above Assertion



This sentence headline makes an assertion on the topic in no more than two lines 
(Calibri Bold, 28 pt font).

Image(s) Supporting Above Assertion

Feature (no more than two 
lines, Calibri, 18 pt font)



Image(s) Supporting Above Assertion

This sentence headline makes an assertion on the topic in no more than two lines 
(Calibri Bold, 28 pt font).



Environmental engineers can use genetically modified 
algae to remove pollutants.



Early detection methods can identify small tumors 
and therefore improve survival rates of patients

[Lai et al., 2007]



How much power from the engine of a semi-tractor trailer is needed to overcome 
aerodynamic drag?
At typical highway speeds, overcoming drag requires about two-thirds 
of a truck engine’s output

[McCallen, 2004]

Aerodynamic Drag
CD = 0.6

Rolling Friction 
and Accessories



The anatomy of the “da Vinci” system is very innovative.

Intuitive 3-D camera

3  Specialized robotic arms



An anemometer can measure both wind speed and pressure.
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In summary, this sentence headline states the most important assertion of the 
presentation… (Calibri Bold, 28 pt font)

Image Supporting Conclusion

Questions?
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Image Supporting Conclusion

In summary, this sentence headline states the most important assertion of the 
presentation… (Calibri Bold, 28 pt font)

Questions?



Questions?

Wires not harnessed to prevent 
contact with housing

Short circuit to ground created 
where wire contacted housing

In summary, the detector failed because of a short-circuit 
created by the abrasion of wire insulation

http://www.esm.psu.edu/wiki/_detail/research:cjl9:sikorsky_logo.jpg?id=research:cjl9:structural_health_monitoring&cache=cache
http://www.esm.psu.edu/wiki/_detail/research:cjl9:sikorsky_logo.jpg?id=research:cjl9:structural_health_monitoring&cache=cache


Questions?

In summary, materials used to reconstruct and repair bones 
must have similar characteristics as healthy bone



Questions?

In summary, biomimicry bridges human needs with 
engineering applications by using designs found in nature



In summary, assertion evidence slide design allows the audience to retain the 
message better than traditional slide design.



In summary, assertion evidence slide design allows the audience to retain the 
message better than traditional slide design.





Convey 
Your 

Message
So That We Can

Understand and Relate



Presenting an engineering concept to an audience with a 
dissimilar background can be a daunting task.

“I’m so confused….”



Task one is always to make sure your audience understands 
what you are trying to say.

Problems Solved 
through Polarization

By Joshua Leveillee



Attempt One: Light polarization occurs when the electric field 
vectors of light are aligned on a single axis.





Attempt One: Light polarization occurs when the electric field 
vectors of light are aligned on a single axis.

Complex Diagram

Unfamiliar Formulas



Attempt Two: When light waves vibrate in the same direction, 
they are considered to be polarized.

Normal, Non-Polarized light, 
oscillating in different directions

Polarized light is filtered so 
that it oscillates in one direction



Attempt Two: We can pick a direction for the light to oscillate 
by using filters.

Filters can block certain 
alignments of light



Task two is to relate the topic to you target audience and 
make them care about the relatible implications.



Polarized glasses block glare light, which has a horizontal 
polarization, by only transmitting vertical light.



Polarized glasses block glare light, which has a horizontal 
polarization, by only transmitting vertical light.



Thus, my target audience will have an understanding of light 
polarization and how it affects their lives. 





Why is body language important?



Body Language affects the behavior of the audience as well 
as their ability to believe the content that you present.  





Standing with good and open posture communicates 
confidence and a positive attitude. 



When used appropriately hand gestures can give energy to 
the presentation.



When used appropriately hand gestures can give energy to 
the presentation.





Eye contact and movement can engage the attention of the 
audience.



Speaking clearly and at a good pace is key to getting your 
message across! 





In conclusion, there are three aspects to delivering an effective presentation: 
design, content, and delivery.

Design

Content

Delivery



Your

Challenge:



your own
Build



Here are some additional resources for slide design (and a funny YouTube video):

1. http://writing.engr.psu.edu/slides.html

2. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KbSPPFYxx3o

3. http://www.presentationzen.com/

4. Melissa Marshall’s Talk: 
http://www.ted.com/talks/melissa_marshall_talk_nerdy_to_me.html

5. Great Delivery, Passion: 
http://www.ted.com/talks/benjamin_zander_on_music_and_passion.html

6. Any Senior EA Members!

http://writing.engr.psu.edu/slides.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KbSPPFYxx3o
http://www.presentationzen.com/
http://www.ted.com/talks/melissa_marshall_talk_nerdy_to_me.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/benjamin_zander_on_music_and_passion.html

